<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t open the door after the sun goes down</td>
<td>Carusone, Al</td>
<td>A collection of nine scary stories about a woman who is turned into a dog, a joke that makes people disappear, and other unusual situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cursed creatures</td>
<td></td>
<td>This creepy collection of classic tales includes ghoulish graphics, fiendish foes, abominable biographies, and ghastly glossary definitions of wicked words and terrifying terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead good read: classic tales of mystery and horror</td>
<td></td>
<td>Retellings of more than twenty classic horror tales from before the early twentieth century by such authors as Oscar Wilde, Mary Shelley, and Edgar Allen Poe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The haunted house: a collection of original stories</td>
<td>Yolen, Jane</td>
<td>Each story in this spooky collection is set in a different room as a succession of owners encounter otherworldly housemates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The skull talks back and other haunting tales</td>
<td>Hurston, Zora Nea</td>
<td>Big, bad sixteen -- Bill, the talking mule -- The skull talks back -- The witch who could slip off her skin -- High Walker -- The haunted house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ribbajack &amp; other curious yarns</td>
<td>Jacques, Brian</td>
<td>The Ribbajack -- A smile and a wave -- The All Ireland Champion versus the Nye Add -- The mystery of Huma D’este -- Miggy Mags and the Malabar Sailor -- Rosie’s pet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven strange and ghostly tales</td>
<td>Jacques, Brian</td>
<td>Original tales to amuse and chill the spine by the author of the Redwall series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haunts: five hair-raising tales</td>
<td>Medearis, Angela Shelf</td>
<td>A collection of stories mainly set in Texas and based on tales of local ghosts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pearce, Philippa  **Familiar and haunting: collected stories**  FICTION PEA J
A collection of thirty-seven stories previously published in magazines or books, including tales of animals, ghosts, and everyday life.

Powling, Chris  **Faces in the dark: a book of scary stories**  FICTION POW J
A collection of stories about ghosts and other spooky subjects

Hill, Susan  **The Random House book of ghost stories**  FICTION RAN J
A collection of seventeen ghost stories by authors including Eleanor Farjeon, Joan Aiken, Walter R. Brooks, and Leon Garfield.

San Souci, Robert D.  **Dare to be scared: thirteen stories to chill and thrill**  FICTION SAN J
Nighttown -- The dark dark house -- The caller -- The double dare -- Space is the place -- Ants -- The Halloween spirit -- The Bald Mountain monster -- Playland -- Smoke -- Mrs. Moonlight (Senora de Luna) -- Hungry ghosts -- Bakotahl.

Stamper, Judith Bauer  **Five funny frights**  FICTION STA J
A collection of five easy-to-read scary stories with humorous endings, including "The Skeleton," "The Scream," and "Bloody Fingers."

Welch, R.C.  **Scary stories for stormy nights**  FICTION WEL J
A collection of scary stories, including "Bloody Laundry."

Yolen, Jane  **Here there be ghosts**  FICTION YOL J
An illustrated collection of short stories and poems about ghosts.

Carus, Marianne  **That's ghosts for you: 13 scary stories**  398.25 THA J
This is an international collection of spine-tingling stories.

---

**Ghost Stories**

Auxier, Jonathan  **The night gardener**  FICTION AUX J
A malevolent spirit and a menacing tree try to entrap children.

Delaney, Joseph  **The ghost prison**  FICTION DEL J
"Fifteen-year-old Billy guards a castle prison. But it isn't just criminals he'll be guarding--the ghosts of executed prisoners haunt the place"-- Provided by publisher.

Funke, Cornelius  **Ghosthunters and the incredibly revolting ghost!**  FICTION FUN J
*Book 1 of the "Ghosthunters" series.*
Hahn, Mary Downing  
**All the lovely bad ones**  
FICTION HAH J

While spending the summer at their grandmother's Vermont inn, two prankster siblings awaken young ghosts from the inn's distant past who refuse to "rest in peace."

Hahn, Mary Downing  
**Deep and dark and dangerous**  
FICTION HAH J

When thirteen-year-old Ali spends the summer with her aunt and cousin at the family's vacation home, she stumbles upon a secret that her mother and aunt have been hiding for over thirty years.

Hahn, Mary Downing  
**Wait till Helen comes**  
FICTION HAH J

Molly discovers that the ghost of a child (Helen) who died in a fire a century ago wants to lure Heather to her doom. Molly determines to save her stepsister.

Ibbotson, Eva  
**The beasts of Clawstone Castle**  
FICTION IBB J

While spending the summer with elderly relatives at Clawstone Castle in northern England, Madlyn and her brother Rollo, with the help of several ghosts, attempt to save the rare cattle that live on the castle grounds.

Ibbotson, Eva  
**The great ghost rescue**  
FICTION IBB J

A young boy decides to establish a sanctuary for an assortment of ghosts when the homes they have haunted are replaced by highways and other modern "improvements."

Jarvis, Robin  
**The Whitby witches**  
FICTION JAR J

Book 1 of the Whitby Witches trilogy.

Kelley, Jane  
**The girl behind the glass**  
FICTION KEL J

Moving from Brooklyn to a rental house in the country strains the relationship between eleven-year-old identical twins Hannah and Anna Zimmer, a situation made worse by the ghost of a girl who is trapped in the house because of problems with her own sister eighty years before.

McNish, Cliff  
**Breathe: a ghost story**  
FICTION MCN J

When he and his mother move into an old farmhouse, asthmatic 12-year-old Jack discovers that he can communicate with the ghosts inhabiting the house and inadvertently establishes a relationship with a tormented, malevolent spirit that threatens to destroy his mother and himself.

Sleator, William  
**Blackbriar**  
FICTION SLE J

In the attempt to decipher a number of strange events after he moves into an old cottage, an orphaned teenaged boy discovers a group of English folk engaged in Devil worship.

Wright, Betty Ren  
**The ghost comes calling**  
FICTION WRI J

While vacationing at a spooky cabin on Perch Lake, nine-year-old Chad tries to clear the name of Tim Tapper, the cabin's ghostly inhabitant, who was blamed for a truck accident in the 1930s. If you like this ghost story look for more by Wright.
Ahlberg, Allen  
*Improbable cat*  
FICTION AHL J

A strange creature, which initially looks like a cat, appears in the yard of Davy's house one day and proceeds to destroy his family's life by "hypnotizing" everyone but Davy and his little brother.

Avi  
*Something upstairs : a tale of ghosts*  
FICTION AVI J

The humanlike shape, radiating a soft, pale, pulsing light, will reach out to you...beckoning. DO NOT FOLLOW...or you may be trapped forever in the unknown horror of this haunted room!

Bellairs, John  
*The house with a clock in its walls*  
FICTION BEL J

A boy goes to live with his magician uncle in a mansion that has a clock hidden in the walls which is ticking off the minutes until doomsday.

Bellairs, John  
*The mummy, the will, and the crypt*  
FICTION BEL J

There's suspense and action aplenty. . . . perfect for the pre-Stephen King set. Look for other titles in this series.

Bracegirdle, P. J.  
*Fiendish deeds*  
FICTION BRA J

As eleven-year-old Joy Wells tries to stop construction of a water park in a bog she believes is home to a monster and the setting of her favorite horror story, a man with his own mysterious connection to Spooking will do anything to stop her .Book 1 of The Joy of Spooking Series

Bruchac, Joseph  
*Skeleton man*  
FICTION BRU J

After her parents disappear and she is turned over to the care of a strange "great-uncle," Molly must rely on her dreams about an old Mohawk story for her safety and maybe even for her life.

Bruchac, Joseph  
*Whisper in the dark*  
FICTION BRU J

An ancient and terrifying Narragansett Native-American legend begins to come true for a teenage long-distance runner, whose recovery from the accident that killed her parents has stunned everyone.

Castro, Adam-Troy  
*Gustav Gloom and the people-taker*  
FICTION CAS J

Fernie, a 12-year-old adventurous young horror fan, has just moved into her brightly painted house on Sunnyside Terrace. Across the street is the dark mansion of a mysterious boy whose residence is haunted by evil shadows.

Collier, James Lincoln  
*The dreadful revenge of Ernest Gallen*  
FICTION COL J

When Eugene starts hearing a voice inside his head telling him to do awful things, it leads him to look into his small town's past before the Depression, and to discover long-hidden secrets about his neighbors and his town.

Collier, James Lincoln  
*The empty mirror*  
FICTION COL J

Thirteen-year-old Nick, whose parents died in the 1918 flu epidemic, must find out why his mirror-image is causing mischief around their New England town and making sure Nick gets the blame.
Delaney, Joseph  
**Revenge of the witch**  
When 12-year-old Thomas, seventh son of a seventh son, is apprenticed to the local Spook, whose job is to fight evil spirits and witches, he expects a life of danger. However, the boy doesn’t realize just how soon he’ll face a powerful enemy alone. This is the first of the Last Apprentice series, an excellent choice for readers who are looking for a more sophisticated alternative to R. L. Stine’s Goosebumps books.

Gaiman, Neil  
**The wolves in the walls**  
Lucy is sure there are wolves living in the walls of her house, although others in her family disagree, and when the wolves come out, the adventure begins.

Gutman, Dan  
**The million dollar strike**  
Best friends Ouchie and Squishy, who love bowling and horror movies respectively, meet the eccentric owner of a local bowling alley and try to help him save Bowl-A-Rama from the wrecking ball and a destructive psychotic lunatic.

Horowitz, Anthony  
**Groosham Grange**  
After being expelled from school, thirteen-year-old David Eliot is sent to Groosham Grange, a spooky and sinister boarding school where nothing seems quite right.

Irving, Washington  
**The legend of Sleepy Hollow**  
A superstitious schoolmaster, in love with a wealthy farmer’s daughter, has a terrifying encounter with a headless horseman.

Jarvis, Robin  
**The alchemist’s cat**  
Jarvis delivers a vivid tale of treachery, cruelty, and sorcery, leavened only by the hero Will’s innate goodness. It’s also a real page-turner, guaranteed to mesmerize readers of the first in the Deptford Histories trilogy (Oaken Throne (2) and Thomas(3)), which is a scary prequel to the Deptford Mice trilogy (Dark Portal (1), Crystal Prison (2) and Final Reckoning (3)). Not for the faint of heart.

Lehr, Norma  
**The secret of the floating phantom**  
While staying with her grandmother in Monterey, California, eleven-year-old Kathy has some strange experiences as she is led by a foglike phantom to treasure hidden from pirates over 150 years ago.

Poblocki, Dan  
**The Nightmarys**  
Seventh-grader Timothy July and his new friend Abigail try to break a curse that is causing them and others to be tormented by their greatest fears brought to life.

Preller, James  
**Home sweet horror**  
"The thrills and chills are delightfully spine-tingling in this truly terrifying tale." School Library Journal, August 2013
Scaletta, Kurtis  The Tanglewood terror  FICTION SCA J
When a giant glowing fungus encroaches upon thirteen-year-old Eric's small town, he, his little brother Brian, and a runaway girl try to stop it--and figure out what happened to the Puritan town that had mysteriously disappeared from the same spot.

Somper, Justin  Demons of the ocean  FICTION SOM J
Twins, Connor and Grace, never dreamed that there was any truth to the Vampirate shanty their father sang to them before he died, but that was before the two were shipwrecked and separated from each other. For Connor, who is taken aboard a pirate ship, there's the chance to learn to swordfight, but for Grace, aboard a mysterious ship of vampire pirates, the danger is great. What will it take for them to find each other? Book 1 of the Vampirates series.

Stevenson, Drew  Terror on Cemetery Hill  FICTION STE J
Clark and Finn, Sarah Capshaw's reluctant assistants, are less than anxious to make repeated night trips to old Cemetery Hill to try to discover the identities of a bank robber and a ghoulish monster.

Tolan, Stephanie  Who's there?  FICTION TOL J
When fourteen-year-old Drew and her mute younger brother come to live with their father's estranged relatives after their parents' sudden death, they discover that the house is haunted by ghosts and a deadly family secret.

Wallace, Barbara Brooks  Peppermints in the parlor  FICTION WAL J
Sent to San Francisco to live with her beloved aunt and uncle, newly orphaned Emily expectantly enters their once-happy mansion only to find unimaginable horrors.

Yorinks, Arthur  The witch's child  PICTURE YOR J
In this scary story, a witch who desires a child of her own makes a rag doll but cannot bring it to life. In her anger, she decides if she can't have a child, no one can.